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Abstract. Dynamic building road map is a challenging task in computer vision.
In this paper we propose an effective algorithm to build road map dynamically
with vehicular camera. We obtain top view of video by Inverse Perspective
Mapping (IPM). Then extract feature points from top view and generate feature
map. Feature map is the description of feature points’ distribution and provides
the information of camera status. By detecting camera status, we apply different
degree of restraint geometric transformation to avoid unnecessary time cost and
enhance robustness. Experiment demonstrated our algorithm’s effectiveness and
robustness.
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1 Introduction

According to the China Statistical Yearbook 2016 [1], only in 2015 year, traffic accidents
killed more than 58000 people in china. Vehicle manufacturers and drivers seek a more
secure way of driving, such as Automatic Driving System and Advanced Driver Assis‐
tance System (ADAS). Rapid development of Autonomous vehicles and Advanced
Driver Assistance System (ADAS) has put higher requirements on the application of
computer vision technology, which can provide richer information and more reliable
control system.

Over the past few decades, mature technical technology, such as GPS and preloaded
digital map [2–5], has brought us great convenience. Although static map has played a
significant role in the navigation and location fields, since the data of static map isn’t
real-time, Dynamical surroundings map can provide more accurate decision-making
resources in real time. Under certain scenes, for example, pedestrians are present,
dynamical map has advantage.
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1.1 Related Work

Some technology has made considerable achievements. Simultaneous localization and
map (SLAM) are a great Algorithm. ORB-SLAM [6–8] is one of the most representative
algorithms. ORM-SLAM is feature-based Algorithm, consists of three parts, Tracking,
Local Mapping and Loop Closing. In the tracking part, ORB-SLAM extracts ORB
features of frame, and select key frames to avoid unnecessary redundancy. In the Local
Mapping part, the collection of common ORB features set in two selected frames is used
to estimate pose of camera. In turn, camera posture is the basis of calculating spatial
location of feature points. Bundle adjustment is used to improve the accuracy of feature
points. Collections of feature points construct a sparse three-dimensional space mode.
The Loop Closing part is helpful to reduce the accumulative error when same scene is
detected. SLAM can reconstruct 3D model dynamically, which is foundation of more
secure and more convenient control system. Besides ORB-SLAM, there are other well-
known algorithms, such as LSD-SLAM [9], PTAM [10].

SLAM system indeed has a wide range of applications, a very large number of
experiments has verified the effectiveness of SLAM. However, in some special case of
application, there are some weakness in typical SLAM algorithm. Firstly, SLAM algo‐
rithm extracts feature points from the whole frame, complex-shape environment can
provide more robust feature points. SLAM can’t only extract feature of monotonous flat
road. That means extracted feature is too sparse to build road map. Secondly, the calcu‐
late cost of SLAM is expensive. For embedded device, this is a more serious problem,
insufficient calculation time result in lost tracking of camera. Once system can’t match
the feature of previous key frame, the whole SLAM System get lost.

Inverse Perspective Mapping (IPM) is an alternate algorithm to obtain surrounding
information. According to the perspective principle, IPM gets top view of video camera.
IPM is a mature algorithm, IPM can get plane information with a small amount of
calculation cost, but only 2-dimensional plane information is preserved. For road infor‐
mation building, it’s enough, because we need to focus on the road plane sign. IPM is
sensitive to shaking of vehicular camera. As a reliable algorithm, IPM has been imple‐
mented in many Automatic Driving Systemses and Advanced Driver Assistance System
(ADAS). Such as measuring distance [11, 14], vanishing point estimation [12] and
detecting [13, 15] (include lane line, obstacle, pedestrian and terrain, etc.).

In this paper we propose a new algorithm. We get top view by Inverse perspective
mapping (IPM) in advance. Then we extract feature of the IPM of frame, generated
feature map, and based on feature of map’s characteristic we simply basic algorithm. In
second chapter, we introduce the way to get top view, in third chapter, we discuss the
feature map characteristic, and experiment detail is showed in fourth chapter. In last
chapter, we sum up the whole algorithm.

2 Parameter Estimation System

Typically, Inverse perspective mapping (IPM) is used to obtain top view of frame, which
get from fixed-posture camera. Top view is a scaled-down of real world plane. We can
establish closed-loop negative feedback system, and define evaluation function help to
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get geometric transformation. We can select 4 points of known size object in video
frames and define relative displacement of responding point in IPM frames to get
geometric transformation result. By changing different relative displacement approxi‐
mate solutions. Using evaluation function obtains relative displacement in next time,
until the distortion of IPM result is acceptable. Typically, we select points that lie on the
edge of regular shape of object of real world. In urban road scene, lane line and traffic
sign are eye-catching sign, and follow clear known traffic regulations. In our experi‐
ments, we select lane line and outline of bicycle sign (see Fig. 1). Once those points are
selected, we never change it. Different selections of respond points in IPM result
generate different top views, in this paper we call those top view result as IPM frames.
To check the distortion extent, we should define an evaluation function, evaluation
function is introduced in next section.

Fig. 1. IPM result of video frame. Red lane line is parallel. Yellow box’s aspect ratio is 15:9
(Color figure online)

Our algorithm can be to show as follows

The computational complexity isn’t important, since posture of vehicular camera is
fixed, projective matrix parameters never change. This algorithm runs only once.
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2.1 Evaluation Function

Another question is how to define evaluation function. Evaluation function is used to
measure the distortion extent, the way of selection is customized. For example, in our
experiment, we combine two factor to evaluation function, first factor is cross angle of
two lane line, which should be 0. Line angle can be calculated by Hough transform [17]
and trigonometric functions. Second factor is aspect ratio of bicycle’s rectangular box,
which should be R. So we define evaluation function as follows

eva =
(
𝛼 ∗

(
angle1 − angle2

))2
+
(
𝛽 ∗

(
Rcal − Rreal

))2 (1)

3 Feature Map

3.1 Basic Algorithm

Before we discuss our algorithm, we should analysis the basic algorithm. According to
basic algorithm image stitching, after we get a reliable transformation and apply it in
the original frame to get IPM frame. For every IPM frame we detect SURF (speeded up
robust features) feature points and extract SURF descriptor. For every two adjacent IPM
frame, we match the respond SURF feature points. Then we find another geometric
transformation between adjacent IPM frames. For this case, this geometric transforma‐
tion should be similar or affine transformation. This geometric transformation is esti‐
mated by RANSAC or Squares Algorithms, since more than 3 pair matched feature
points exist. At last, we apply those geometric transformation for a series of responding
IPM frames one by one, map is reconstructed.

Two points should be explained. The reason for extracting SURF feature points
instead of other feature points is compromise of calculating cost and accuracy, other
feature is also feasible. But selected feature should avoid to generating too much
response points that lie the edge of background. Another point is why those geometric
transformations should be similar or affine transformation. Different from popular algo‐
rithm like Autostitch [16], All IPM frame should be at same plane, we should concentrate
on displacement in same plane and rotation. Accord to our experiment, similar trans‐
formation is good enough, affine transformation lead in the distortion.

Basic algorithm is a viable option, but part of this algorithm can be optimized. Based
on our experiment, we witness 3 weaknesses for basic algorithm. Firstly, error is mainly
attributable to the progressive effect. Every inaccurate geometric transformation effect
subsequent work. Secondly, for undulating area or shaking of camera result in inaccurate
matching result. Refer to first reason, unreliable matrix estimated by inaccurate matching
feature pair worsen performance of map. Thirdly, it’s a great idea in theory that built
map from transformation, which estimated at matched feature. However, when vehicle
travelled straightly, calculation for every two IPM frame is wasteful of time, since two
IPM frame have only a single direction of the displacement difference. Moreover, esti‐
mated transformation increased progressive error.

For first problem, progressive error is unavoidable, but progressive error suggest two
clues: IPM frame should be as standard as possible, that is duty of IPM stage; another
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clue is we should preserve original shape of IPM frame, this is another explanation that
similar transformation is better choose than affine transformation. For second and third
problem, if we detect the status of vehicular camera in advance, we can simply the basic
algorithm by applying different degree of restraint geometric transformation to avoid
unnecessary time cost and enhance robustness. When vehicle travelled straightly, esti‐
mated transformation has negligible angle, instead, using fixed orientation similar matrix
is effectiveness and robustness enough. When the status of vehicular camera is unstable,
the inaccurate matched feature points should be abandon.

3.2 Feature Map and Auxiliary Conception

Based on the above analysis, we propose a new algorithm to simply the process by
detecting current status of vehicular camera. Before we show our algorithm, we should
introduce some auxiliary conception.

Fig. 2. Feature Map and auxiliary conception. (a) The displacement of two matched feature points
in adjacent IPM frame. (b) Obtain feature map and the value of auxiliary conception

After we get matched SURF feature point pairs, from two IPM frames, we mark
former IPM frame as f1, later IPM frame as f2, matched SURF feature points of f1 as
fp1, matched SURF feature points of f2 as fp2, the size of feature points is S. Every feature
point in fp1 is marked as fp1i, responding feature point in fp2 is marked as fp2i, ( fp1i and
fp2i are matched feature points pair, where i = 1, 2, 3… S). For every matched feature
point pair ( fp1i and fp2i), we define ΔDi is relative displacement of fp2i and fp1i.

ΔDi = fp2i − fp1i, where i = 1, 2, 3… . S (2)
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We collect all ΔDi, remark those ΔDi at original point of new plane, we define this
new plane as feature map (see Fig. 2). The feature map can provide richer information
about status of vehicular camera.

There are 4 auxiliary conceptions to introduce. Peak point is location of the highest
density of points. Effective coverage is circle, its center is peak points and its radius is
customized d. Effective proportion is the ratio of the number of ΔDi in effective coverage
to the sum of matched feature point pair S. effective density area is irregular shape that
included peak points and this area’s density exceeds certain threshold (see Fig. 2). Those
conceptions are used to help to simply the basic algorithm.

In this paragraph, we discuss the distribution of ΔD. If we make a basic assumptions:
IPM frame is a scaled-down version of top view of real world (see Fig. 3). The points
of different color are evenly distributed features of IPM frame, the gray box are IPM
frame at times ti, red box is IPM frame at time ti+1 when vehicle travel straightly, green
box is IPM frame at time ti+1 when vehicle turn,blue box is IPM frame at times ti+1 when
status of vehicular camera is unstable.

We define the feature point’s location in real world coordinate is 
(
xreal, yreal

)
, For the

IPM frame at time ti+1, the relative location of feature point is 
(
xb, yb

)
, the origin is

(
xbo, ybo

)
. Relative location is the location of feature point in IPM frame coordinate

system. For the IPM frame at times ti+1, When vehicle travelled straightly, the relative
location of feature point is 

(
xr, yr

)
, the origin is 

(
xro, yro

)
; When vehicle turn left, the

relative location of feature point is 
(
xg, yg

)
, the origin is 

(
xgo, ygo

)
; When vehicle travel

straightly, the relative location of feature point is 
(
xp, yp

)
, the origin is 

(
xpo, ypo

)
.

Fig. 3. Ideal model. (a) Vehicle travel straightly. (b) Vehicle turn left. (c) Camera status is
unstable (Color figure online)

When vehicle travelled straightly, we have

xreal = xb + xb0 = xr + xro (3-1)

yreal = yb + yb0 = yr + yro (3-2)
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So the distribution of ΔD should be a point.

ΔD =
(
xr − xb, yr − yb

)
=
(
xbo − xro, ybo − yro

)
(4)

When vehicle turned left or right,

xreal = xb + xbo = xgcos𝜃 − ygsin𝜃 + xgo (5-1)

yreal = yb + ybo = xgsin𝜃 + ygcos𝜃 + ygo (5-2)

So we have

xg = sin𝜃
(
yreal − ygo

)
+ cos𝜃

(
xreal − xgo

)
(6-1)

yg = cos𝜃
(
yreal − ygo

)
− sin𝜃

(
xreal − xgo

)
(6-2)

So we can obtain ΔD as follows

xg − xb = sin𝜃
(
yreal − ygo

)
+ cos𝜃

(
xreal − xgo

)
−
(
xreal − xbo

)
(7-1)

yg − yb = cos𝜃
(
yreal − ygo

)
− sin𝜃

(
xreal − xgo

)
−
(
yreal − ybo

)
(7-2)

Since yg = yreal − ygo and xg = xreal − xgo

xg − xb = sin𝜃yg + cos𝜃xg − xb (8-1)

yg − yb = cos𝜃yg − sin𝜃xg − yb (8-2)

So the distribution of ΔD point is stretched. Stretching extent is related to yaw angle
𝜃 and feature points’ location. When 𝜃 = 0, the distribution of ΔD reduced to a point,
equate to Eq. 4.

Analysis of unstable status is impossible, various reason effect the distribution of ΔD.
The distribution is unpredictable, but the degree of aggregation is reduced inevitably.

If vehicle travelled straightly, ΔDi, where i = 1, 2, 3… . S are highly concentrated.
The effective proportion is close to 1, Effective density area keep in small range. In this
case the displacement of peak point is displacement of vehicular camera, peak point
location is related to speed of vehicle. If vehicle turned, the effective proportion kept in
high level, effective density area expanded. In this case the basic algorithm should be
applied. If status of vehicle is unstable, the effective proportion is kept in low level, the
matched feature point pairs should be abandon. So our algorithm is as follows.
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3.3 Implement of Algorithm

The implement of feature map and auxiliary conception is customized. In our experiment,
we use 3 * 3 pitch to cover ΔDi, where i = 1, 2, 3… S in feature map, feature map became
mountain-like area. This area’ peak is peak point, if this area’s peak is connected plateau.
The plateau’s geometric center is the peak point. If this area has more than one peak, we
use the highest connected cross-section’s geometric center as peak point.

Effective proportion is a criterion to measure aggregation degree of feature points. If
effective proportion of a certain threshold, the matched feature points pairs should be
abandoned.

Fig. 4. Feature map. (a) When the vehicle travel straightly. (b) When the vehicle is on a bend.
(c) When the status of vehicle is unstable

Effective density area’s threshold is apposite proportion of value of peak point. We use
outline of effective density area to measure angle changing extent roughly. If the effective
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density area is close to circle or square, so car travel straightly, or the car is on a bend (see
Fig. 4).

4 Experiment

In order to evaluate the performance of our algorithm, a database with 5 videos is tested
resource, which consist of 2570 raw images. Experiment vehicle is a vehicle mounted
CCD video camera. All images are RGB images with 640 * 480 resolutions. All program
is implemented by MATLAB on PC.

For the geometric transformation of IPM process. As the Eq. 1, We define β = 25,
acceptable error is 0.5 degree angle and 2% loss in aspect ratio, so the thread is 0.5. Other
reasonable choose is also acceptable. Loop upper limit is 1000. One of the original frame
and its IPM is to show as follows (see Fig. 5). The IPM results are gray scale images
with 1061 * 1523 resolutions. The Geometric transformation is as follows.

For algorithm 2, in order to obtain the effective proportion, we select 30 pixels as
effective coverage’s radius, threshold is 80%. For effective density area, the proportion
of value of peak point is 70%.

Figure 6 shows effective proportion of 5 video frames. 80% is thread, when effective
proportion of feature map is less than 80%, matched feature points is abandon. From
video frame, we witness that status of those frame’s video is unstable. Experiment
confirmed positive correlation between aggregation extent of ΔD and vehicular camera.

Figure 7 shows angle of 5 video frames. The upper part of fig are angle of estimated
geometric matrix parameters. The lower part of fig is angle of our algorithm. When the
angle of geometric matrix is tiny and fixed direction geometric matrix is used to avoid
unnecessary progressive error and enhance robustness. When yaw angle is big enough,
namely the vehicle is turn left or right, geometric matrix is estimated from basic algorithm.

Fig. 5. Original frame from video and IPM result
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Fig. 6. Effective proportion

Fig. 7. Angle of rotation

Experiment result showed as follows (see Fig. 8 and Table 1). Figures 8(a) and (b)
show the different of video 1, Figs. 8(c) and (d) optimization algorithm shows better
performance than basic algorithm obviously. Basic algorithm is great, but many factors
effect the performance, under massive input and unstable status of vehicular camera,
progressive error lead in unavoidable the distortion. Our algorithm provided more reli‐
able result with lower time cost, structure of road map is reconstructed.
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Fig. 8. Experiment result. (a) Basic algorithm and the distortion part of video 1. (b) Our algorithm
and improved result of video 1. (c) Basic algorithm and the distortion part of video 2. (b) Our
algorithm and improved result of video 2

Table 1. The average time cost of algorithm2

Frame number Basic algorithm Our algorithm
284 103.14 s 91.59 s
118 37.24 s 30.19 s
445 82.76 s 90.80 s
752 299.20 s 263.28 s
971 661.03 s 591.67 s

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a fast and robust dynamical map building algorithm based on
IPM and feature map. We establish feedback algorithm to obtain geometric transfor‐
mation matrix of IPM. According to IPM frame’s characteristic, that IPM frame is a
scaled-down version of top view’-eye of real world. Parallelism and aspect ratio is used
to checking the accuracy of geometric transformation. In second stage of algorithm we
define feature map and some auxiliary conception to help to classify status of camera or
vehicle. When vehicle travelled straight, fixed orientation geometric transformation is
used to avoid unnecessary and inaccuracy calculation. Experiment results show that the
proposed algorithm can provide reliable and effective result. Future work will include
search for relationship between of effective density area and estimated geometric trans‐
formation from matched feature points.
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